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AMERICAN CRAFT 

12/16.9oz btl. #40916
1/6 BBL #40917 1/2 BBL #409182 TOWNS THE BAD APPLE

Imperial Cider 10.5% abv
Big & bold, The Bad Apple is an imperial style cider, 
fermented with local meadow foam honey and aged on 
Oregon White Oak. Complex notes of apples and wood 
make the Bad Apple a NW favorite.

4/6/12oz can #40942 12/16.9oz btl. #40901
1/6 BBL #40902 1/2 BBL #409032 TOWNS BRIGHT CIDER

Apple Cider 6% abv
Clean and crisp, The BrightCider is made  
exclusively with fresh-pressed NW apples.
BrightCider, always a bright idea!

4/6/12oz can #40943 12/16.9oz btl. #40905
1/6 BBL #40906 1/2 BBL #409072 TOWNS GINJA NINJA

Ginger Cider 6% abv
Our redheaded cider samurai sliced thousands of 
pounds of fresh apples and pure ginger root to craft  
the Ginja Ninja.
Take a sip grasshopper and learn the Ginja Ninja  
warrior way!!

2 TOWNS OUTCIDER
Cider 5% abv
Like the rugged outdoors of the Northwest,  
the OutCider is raw and unfiltered.
Get up and get OutCider!

4/6/12oz can #40944 12/16.9oz btl. #40908
1/6 BBL #40909 1/2 BBL #40910
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

12/16.9oz btl. #40921
2 TOWNS HOP & STALK
Imperial Hopped Cider 8% abv
An outrageous amount of Citra hops, locally grown 
Crimson Red rhubarb, and fresh-pressed NW apples 
create a trenchant hard cider with huge floral, citrus & 
passion fruit notes. The outspoken dry-hopped character 
of this cider is best when fresh, so make sure to exercise 
your Stalk Hoptions before they expire!
AVAILABLE MAY–AUGUST.

1/6 BBL #40922 1/2 BBL #40923

2 TOWNS SERIOUS SCRUMP
Imperial English Ice Cider 11% abv
Serious Scrump is a dry cider made in a bold Northwest 
fashion. An eclectic blend of apples are pressed, frozen 
and then slowly thawed, resulting in thick, aromatic 
juice. The juice is then cold fermented with traditional 
English cider yeast. Enjoy the deep, rich character of this 
celebratory ice cider and get serious about your Scrump!
AVAILABLE JANUARY–FEBRUARY.

12/16.9oz btl. #40913
1/6 BBL #40914 1/2 BBL #40915

12/16.9oz btl. #40911
1/6 BBL #409122 TOWNS CHERRIED AWAY

Cherry Cider 6% abv
Tart and floral, this seasonal cider is made with NW 
apples, sour cherries and whole hibiscus blossoms.
Let yourself be Cherried Away!
AVAILABLE MARCH–JUNE.
 

2 TOWNS NAUGHTY & NICE
Imperial Spiced Apple Cider 10.5% abv
Crammed full of whole cinnamon, nutmeg and clove, 
the Nice & Naughty will warm up your winter nights.
Which list are you on?
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER–DECEMBER.

12/16.9oz btl. #40929
1/6 BBL #40930 1/2 BBL #40931

2 TOWNS MADE MARION
Marionberry Cider 6% abv
Ripe & Juicy, The Made Marion is made with fresh-
pressed NW apples and Oregon-grown marionberries.
“There’s gonna be a big to do in Nottingham”.

4/6/12oz can #40946 12/16.9oz btl. #40926 
1/6 BBL #40927 
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

2 TOWNS DARK CURRANT
Blackberry & Raspberry Cider 6% abv
Harvested from NW farms, local black currants are 
fermented during the cold winter, on Oregon-grown 
white oak. A strong oak profile backs the complex berry 
aromas. You can’t fight the currant.
LIMITED AVAILABILITY.

12/16.9oz btl. #40939
1/6 BBL #40940 1/2 BBL #40941

2 TOWNS RHUBARBARIAN
Dry English Style Cider 5% abv
Tangy, wild, and not for the faint of heart, the 
Rhubarbarian is a fearsome hard cider made with 
fresh-pressed NW rhubarb.
This ain't no pie, we ain't your mom!
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER–FEBRUARY.

12/16.9oz btl. #40935
1/6 BBL #40936 1/2 BBL #40937

2 TOWNS 'COT IN THE ACT
Apricot Hard Cider 6% abv
Over 50lbs per barrel of rich ripe apricots were 
squeezed into this limited release cider, just for the 
dog days of summer. Perfect for swinging in  
a hammock or taking a nap in the sun. 
Get cot in the act!
AVAILABLE JULY–OCTOBER.

12/16.9oz btl. #40947
1/6 BBL #40948 1/2 BBL #40949

2 TOWNS SUNS OUT SAISON
Peach Saison Cider 5.8% abv
Tart, fresh-pressed NW apples are fermented on 
peaches with an authentic French saison yeast. Dry, 
slightly spicy and phenolic, with lots of big, clean, 
fresh-peach aromatics.
LIMITED AVAILABILITY.

12/16.9oz btl. #40950
1/6 BBL #40951
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

BLAKE'S CIDER CO. BEARD BENDER
Cider 6.5% abv
Blake's Beard Bender is a 100% natural hard cider. 
It’s funny – when nothing’s added, you taste the true 
characteristics of the apple. Not for the faint of heart, 
Beard Bender packs a punch not expected from 
hard cider. Derived from a variety of Bittersweet and 
Bittersharp apples. Beard Bender is tart, crisp and 
amazingly drinkable. And, of course, 100% grown at 
Blake Farms in Armada, Mi.

12/22oz btl. #15413
1/6 BBL #15414 1/2 BBL #15415

BLAKE'S CIDER CO. WAKEFIRE
Cider 6.5% abv
It’s impossible to replicate a Michigan summer. 
Recreating a northern night under the stars would be 
a futile endeavor. So, we’ve done the next best thing 
– we’ve crafted summer’s perfect ally. Experience 
WakeFire, a comforting blend of Michigan-grown 
cherries, orange peel and our famous Blake’s apples.

12/22oz btl. #15421
1/6 BBL #15406 1/2 BBL #15407

BLAKE'S CIDER CO. EL CHAVO
Cider 6.5% abv
At Blake’s Hard Cider Co., we like spicing things up. 
That’s why we put dimmers on the lights in our Cider 
House. And it’s why we created this sweet, heated 
blend of habanero pepper, mango and our famous 
Blake’s apples. Experience a hard cider that’s really, 
honestly, truly like no other. Experience El Chavo.

4/6/12oz can #15408
1/6 BBL #15410 1/2 BBL #15411

BLAKE'S CIDER CO. FLANNEL MOUTH
Cider 6.5% abv
Blake's Flannel Mouth is made with a wide array 
of late season table and dessert apples. This 
succulent combination gives it a sweet flavor than 
finishes incredibly smoothly. Made 100% with 
Michigan-grown apples, Flannel Mouth is sure to 
win you over. Again and again.

4/6/12oz can #15400 12/22oz btl. #15401
1/6 BBL #15402 1/2 BBL #15403

BLAKE'S CIDER CO. THE TONIC
Cider 6.5% abv
As the first flushes of green awaken the new year, 
invigorate your senses with freshly picked ginger root 
and cool cucumber combined together to create our 
crisp, light elixir; Blake's Tonic.
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY– APRIL.

12/22oz btl. #15421
1/6 BBL #15419 1/2 BBL #15420
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

6/4/16oz can #11900
1/6 BBL #11902 1/2 BBL #11903PACIFIC COAST  

DRY HARD APPLE CIDER
Cider 6% abv
Beautiful, clean and effervescent with a wisp of 
pale gold and a tint of green on the edge. The tiny 
bubbles are very active with enticing apple aromas 
that jump out of the glass. Green apple, and lemon 
and lime notes round out the aromatics. Hits the 
palate with carbonation, tartness and a hint of 
tannin balanced by ripe green apple and lime, 
leading to a creamy richness in the finish.

6/4/16oz can #119046/4/12oz btl. #11905
1/6 BBL #11907 1/2 BBL #11908PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  

W/PINOT GRIGIO
Cider 6% abv
Pale straw color with perfect clarity. The candied 
apple aromas are layered with hints of crisp Pinot 
Grigio. Significant effervescence hits the palate with 
candied apple flavors and lime, citrus and Pinot Grigio 
accents, followed by a soft, lingering finish and a little 
tannic bite.

6/4/16oz can #11909
1/6 BBL #11911 1/2 BBL #11912PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  

W/STRAWBERRY 
Cider 6% abv
Resembles a crisp Rose wine in color and taste. Fruity 
aromas of fresh strawberries, vanilla cream and 
honey lead to sweet citrus, melon and mineral flavors. 
Medium bodied and very well balanced. Starts slightly 
sweet but finishes dry, soft and lingering.

6/4/16oz can #11913
1/6 BBL #11915 1/2 BBL #11916PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  

W/WILD CHERRY 
Cider 6% abv
Very complex flavors with a light cherry color. The 
generous effervescence carries aromas exploding 
with sour cherry and cinnamon. Flavors continue 
on the palate with spice and oak tannins. Medium 
bodied with rich mouthfeel and a hint of cinnamon.
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

6/4/16oz can #11917
1/6 BBL #11903PACIFIC COAST  

APPLE MANGO MUSCAT CIDER
Cider 6% abv
Cider never tasted like this crisp, new creation: 
our unique blend of hand crafted hard apple cider, 
delicately floral Muscat wine and lush, tropical mango. 
Crack open a can today for instant sunshine and a 
perfect pouring partner!

SAUGATUCK LUCKY STONE CIDER 
Cider 6.2% abv
A medium dry variety, golden clear, lightly sparkling 
cider. Produced with locally grown apples– a special 
blend of Jonathan, Golden Delicious and Macintosh. 
Naturally Gluten Free.

1/6 BBL #13323

SONOMA THE ANVIL
Bourbon Cider 6% abv
Our Cidermaster spikes a unique blend of U.S. grown 
organic apples with our proprietary organic bourbon 
flavor to create “The Anvil”. We hand craft each batch 
to unleash fresh, ripe apple and bourbon aromas and 
allow the natural crispness to balance and elevate 
the bright, complex fruit flavors. The result is a clean, 
refreshing hard cider with a smooth, smoky finish.

12/22oz btl. #540116/4/12oz btl. #54010
1/6 BBL #54012 1/2 BBL #54013

SONOMA THE HATCHET
Apple Cider 6% abv
Our Cidermaster chose a unique blend of U.S. grown 
organic apples for “The Hatchet”. We hand craft 
each batch to bring out fresh, ripe apple aromas and 
allow the natural crispness to balance and elevate 
the bright, complex fruit flavors. The result is a clean, 
refreshing hard cider with a lively finish. 

12/22oz btl. #540016/4/12oz btl. #54000
1/6 BBL #54002 1/2 BBL #54003
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SONOMA THE PITCHFORK
Pear Cider 6% abv
Our Cidermaster combines a unique blend of U.S. 
grown organic apples with our proprietary pear flavor 
to create “The Pitchfork”. We hand craft each batch 
to bring out fresh, ripe apple and pear aromas and 
allow the natural crispness to balance and elevate 
the bright, complex fruit flavors. The result is a clean, 
refreshing hard cider with a smooth, creamy pear finish. 

12/22oz btl. #540066/4/12oz btl. #54005
1/6 BBL #54008 1/2 BBL #54007

SONOMA THE CROWBAR
Habanero Lime Cider 6% abv
Blend of bone dry organic hard cider with fresh organic 
lime juice and just-picked habanero peppers. Fresh 
bright pepper on the nose and hints of heat through 
the finish. Notes of coriander add complexity and depth 
throughout. 
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

6/4/12oz btl. #54014
1/6 BBL #54015

SONOMA DRY ZIDER
Barrel-Aged Cider 6.9% abv
This dry organic hard cider is barrel-aged in American 
oak barrels that previously held Sonoma county 
zinfandel. Bright rose color, light zinfandel aroma and 
notes of wild berry and bramble, bookended by bright 
notes of tart apple on the front and finish.
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

12/22oz can #54016 
1/6 BBL #54017 

AMERICAN CRAFT 

SONOMA THE WASHBOARD
Cider 6% abv
The Washboard is a decidedly adult beverage for 
grownups who can appreciate the sophisticated flavor of 
imported Indian sarsaparilla blended with the crisp, tart 
juice of organic Pacific Northwest apples, and finished 
with a touch of vanilla. It might make you a bit nostalgic 
for your favorite childhood quaff, but not for long. After 
your first couple of sips of The Washboard’s mild earthy 
flavor, creamy texture, and notes of caramel and vanilla.

6/4/12oz btl. #54004
1/6 BBL #54009 1/2 BBL #54025
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

1/6 BBL #15301 50L BBL #15302
6/4/16oz can #15300

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE
Semi-Dry Cider  6.5% abv
Full flavored, crisp and refreshing.  This cider is drier, 
appealing to white wine & seasoned cider drinkers.  
This flagship cider is highly-awarded and perfectly 
balanced.

APPLE

1/6 BBL #15306 50L BBL #15307
6/4/16oz can #15305

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE CHERRY
Semisweet Blush Cider  6.5%  abv
A sweet/tart blend of our traditional Apple, blended 
with tart cherry juice.  This blush is very fresh and 
clean.  This is a great product to lead with into a new 
market.

APPLE  
CHERRY

6/4/16oz can #15345
UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE PEAR
Semisweet Cider  6.5%  abv
A softer blend, made from our traditional Apple and 
pear juice.  This cider is light an fresh with a perfect 
balance.

APPLE PEAR

1/6 BBL #15366 50L BBL #15364

1/6 BBL #15353 50L BBL #15367
6/4/16oz can #15365

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE BLUEBERRY
Semisweet Blush Cider  6.5% abv
Our sweetest cider, but not too sweet.  The balance 
of our crisp Apple blended with sweet blueberry 
juice makes it very easy on the palate.  The perfect 
starting drink for a new cider drinker.

APPLE
BLUEBERRY

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE APRICOT
Semisweet Cider 6.5% abv
This sweeter blend of our traditional Apple blended 
with apricot juice makes a refreshing cider to kick off 
the spring and summer season.
AVAILABLE APRIL–JUNE.

1/6 BBL #15362 50L BBL #15363
6/4/16oz can #15369

APPLE
APRICOT
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UNCLE JOHN'S BALDWIN
Semi-Dry, Sparkling Cider 6.8% abv
Our Gold Medal Award Winning Baldwin is made from 
100% Baldwin Apples grown near the Lake Michigan 
shore. It’s crisp and fruity flavor makes a very fresh 
and enjoyable cider. Fermented and aged in stainless 
steel, the resulting cider has flavors of baked apple 
and citrus fruit and a light mineral finish.

12/750mL btl. #15371

UNCLE JOHN'S CIDER ROSÉ
Dry, Sparkling Cider 6.5% abv
The rarest of all styles of cider, its color comes from 
100% red fleshed apples. The rose’ pigment is evident 
the minute the apples are pressed, and only gets 
richer as it is fermented. Cider Rose’ has a subtle 
aroma of melon fruit and is very big on flavors, tropical 
fruit and spice with a long tannic finish. Very limited.

12/750mL btl. #15370

1/6L BBL #15359
12/750mL btl. #15360

UNCLE JOHN'S AMERICAN 150
Dry, Lightly Sparkled Cider  6.5%  abv
American 150 is a blend of 6 classic American 
Heirloom varieties that have been growing in America 
for at least 150 years. These include: Baldwin, Grimes 
Golden Northern Spy, Winesap, Winter Banana and 
Rhode Island Greening. Fermented in stainless steel 
and oak barrels American 150 is an extra dry cider.

AMERICAN CRAFT 

UNCLE JOHN'S  
ATOMIC APPLE CINNAMON 
Semisweet Cider 6.5% abv
A spicy blend of our traditional Apple Cider & 
Cinnamon.  A must have autumn beverage.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER–OCTOBER.

1/6 BBL #15368
6/4/16oz can #15308

ATOMIC APPLE
CINNAMON

1/6 BBL #15346
6/4/16oz can #15350

UNCLE JOHN'S APPLE CRANBERRY
Semi-Dry Cider  6.5%  abv
A sweet/tart blend of our traditional Apple hard cider 
with the addition of cranberry juice.  The perfect 
hard cider for the holidays.
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER–FEBRUARY.

APPLE
CRANBERRY

50L BBL #15347
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AMERICAN CRAFT 

UNCLE JOHN'S PERRY
Semi-Dry/Sweet  
Sparkling Cider  6.5%  abv
Our Perry took home a Gold Medal at the 2015 
British Cider Championships at the Royal Bath & 
West Show in the U.K.! Showcases the delicate 
freshness of the pears, with subtle citrus notes. It’s 
buttery and creamy body balance its slight acidity.

1/6 BBL #15312 50L BBL #15313
12/750mL btl. #15354

UNCLE JOHN'S MELDED
Dry, Sparkling Cider 6.8% abv
A combination of English, French & American cider 
specific apples blended together, hence the name, 
Melded.  The blend is large with many of the apples 
being available in a bushel or less. These apples provide 
the rich tannin found in this cider. Many of the American 
varieties add to the acidity, balancing the profile.

1/6 BBL #15357
12/750mL btl. #15356

UNCLE JOHN'S RUSSET
Dry, Sparkling Cider 6.8% abv
Russet Apples are unique, the outside apperarance 
is much like a potato, but they are a delicious treat 
inside. Golden russet is the primary apple used, but 
this blend contains over 30 other varieties. This cider 
is more of a “Prosecco” style with its sparkle and 
flavors, but has a sharp fruit and earthy finish.

1/6 BBL #15358
12/750mL btl. #15355

WYDER'S DRY PEAR 
Dry Pear Cider 4.0% abv
This light, crisp cider presents a tangy aroma while 
offering a distinct pear taste, and ends with a lively 
mouth feel that tickles the tongue.

4/6/12oz btl. #23120
1/6 BBL #23121 1/2 BBL #23133

WYDER'S DRY RASPBERRY
Dry Raspberry Cider 4.0% abv
This cider is light in body and features mouthwatering 
raspberry notes. It retains a dry and sparkling finish

4/6/12oz btl. #23130
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12/750mL btl.    #36758DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN 
CIDRE COMTE DE LAURISTON
Normandy Cider  4.5% abv
This sparkling cider comes to us from the Domfront 
region, and is more florally & fruity – albeit less 
complex – than those from Pays d’Auge.  This cider is 
a great introduction into the world of French Cidres. 

6/750mL btl.    #23362BALADIN SIDRO
Italian/French Cider 4.5% abv
A combination between the French-Belgian tradition and 
the typical apple juice of Piedmont, Italy. Baladin Sidro is 
the product of the spontaneous fermentation of apples.  
Fresh and genuine, its color is clear and with a fine 
perlage. It smells of flowers and spring meadows, and 
leaves a delicate and persistent taste.

12/375mL btl. #38616 12/750mL btl.    #36771DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN  
PAYS D’AUGE
Normandy Cider 4.5% abv
The cider is produced in strict compliance with the 
A.O.C. standard set by the "Institut National des 
Appellations d'Origine Controlees". Only low yield 
varieties are used in order to extract maximum 
concentration from each apple. 

AMERICAN CRAFT 

WYDER'S REPOSADO
Barrel Aged Pear Cider 6.9% abv
Reposado. The name given to tequilas aged 
between two and twelve months in oak barrels. The 
wood aging smooths out the tequila while infusing 
it with subtle oak notes. Wyder’s® Reposado Pear 
cider is an adventurous tango with the classic blue 
agave based spirit. Traditional Wyder’s® Pear cider 
infused with smooth subtle oak laden tequila notes. 

4/6/12oz btl. #23131
1/2 BBL #23134

Imports

WYDER'S PRICKLEY PINEAPPLE 
Dry Pear Cider 5% abv
An exotic duet, this cider combines the juices from 
both prickly pears and pineapples. Tickling the 
tongue, each sip brings forward a light and sweet 
taste like a refreshing piña colada. Satisfy those 
fruit forward senses with Wyder’s Prickly Pineapple.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #23132
1/6 bbl Keg #23136 1/2 bbl Keg #23137
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12/375mL btl. #38711 12/750mL btl.    #36773DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN  
POIRÉ PEAR CIDER
Pear Cider 4% abv
Poiré is a traditional beverage made in Normandy 
by the fermentation of Pear Juice.  Very clear colour 
with gold highlights.  Nose is delicate with pear 
flavours and citrus hints.  Poiré is a light, elegant and 
refreshing drink which can be enjoyed as an aperitif.

24/375mL btl. #36757

6/1.5L btl. #23352

12/750mL btl.    #36759DOMAINE DUPONT  
CIDRE BOUCHÉ
Normandy Cider 5.5% abv
A true unpasteurized, unfiltered cidre from 
Normandy. A variety of manually-picked apples – 
sweet, acidic, and tannic – are all married by Etienne 
Dupont to achieve this reknowned apple cider.  This 
beverage is tremendously complex.  Orange-yellow 
in color, with notes of apple, leather, and wood.  Try 
serving with camembert & a loaf of French bread for 
a delightful, rustic treat. 

IMPORTS

24/375mL btl.    #36787 12/750mL btl.    #36747DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE ORGANIC
Organic Cider  5.5% abv
The apples and the techniques used to make the cider are 
in conformity with European standards relating to organic 
agriculture, “Bio UE”. The apples are entirely untreated. 
In addition, the Organic Cider is unpasteurised - as other 
Domaine Dupont ciders.

24/375mL btl.    #36796DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE TRIPLE
Normandy Cider  10.5% abv
Cidre Triple is created using a selection of bitter 
apples, inspired by the techniques used to make the 
famous long keeping dark beers. Its bitterness and 
fruit flavours, its alcohol strength and fine amber 
colour all combine to make Cidre Triple an unusual 
artisanal product of strong and individual personality. 
An must to offer to lovers of small scale specialist 
beers, full of character.

6/750mL btl.    #36776DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE RESERVE 
Normandy Cider 7% abv
Specially aged in oak casks previously used for 
Etienne’s Calvados for five months.  This adds an 
incredibly rich complexity to the cider, adding a  
silky quality to it.
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EL GOBERNADOR
Natural Cider 6.5% abv 
El Gobernador Sidra Natural is made from only fresh 
apples and naturally occurring yeasts and other 
micro organisms and bacteria found on the skins of 
the apples. It is allowed to ferment spontaneously in 
wooden barrels, and only very lightly filtered. Roughly 
one kilo of fresh apples goes into each bottle.

6/700mL btl. #47063

6/375mL btl.    #36742DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE DE GIVRE
Ice Cider 7.5% abv
As a true ice cidre "Cidre de Givre" expresses with 
intensity the flavors of the apples from Domaine 
Etienne Dupont. It is derived from E. Dupont Cidre 
Bouche Brut by freezing it and then removing the 
frozen water. Etienne Dupont believes that only one 
great cider can be made, given any set of apples, 
because the balance has to be perfect. 

1/750mL btl.    #23351 12/750mL btl.    #23350DOMAINE DUPONT POMMEAU
Pommeau  17% abv
Felicitous marriage between Calvados and freshly 
pressed tannin-rich apple juice, Pommeau combines 
power, sweetness and gentleness. Nuances of plum, 
crystallized citrus fruits opening out to aromas of nuts. 
Supple and gentle attack. Good mouth feel, lasts well. 
Aromas of tart tatin with hints of grilled hazelnut. Very 
agreeable finish of toffee and cherries.

6/750mL btl.    #23353DOMAINE DUPONT CUVÉE COLETTE 
Normandy Cider 7.5% abv
Cuvée Colette is a cider made following the "méthode 
traditionnelle" (traditional method) of making sparkling 
wines. Refined and elegant, it makes an excellent drink 
as an aperitif.

IMPORTS

6/4/16oz can   #22550DUBLIN'S PUB
English Cider 5% abv
Dublin's Pub is a premium cider crafted with the finest 
apple varieties from our orchards. Every step, from 
selection to blending to fermentation, follows a strict 
process faithful to the traditional Irish method.
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PRODUCT OF UNITED KINGDOM 
5.0% alc./vol.

SAMUEL SMITH ORGANIC CIDER
Cider 5% abv
Bright straw-gold with excellent clarity, Samuel 
Smith's Organic Cider has a light body, with brilliant 
conditioning, a crisp clean flavor, and a dry finish. 
The bouquet is fresh apples, with a soft floral note.

6/4/12oz btl. #35416 12/18.7oz btl.    #35417SAMUEL SMITH ORGANIC PERRY
Perry 5% abv
Samuel Smith’s Organic Perry shows a clear pale 
straw color, smooth body, crisp but rich flavor of ripe 
pears, and the appealing aroma of a sunny summer 
pear orchard. The finish is dry, but not demanding 
or austere. A crisp, clean wine yeast strain ferments 
Perry, to highlight the delicate pure pear flavor and 
maintain the soft aromatics.

MOA KIWI CIDER
Cider 5.6% abv
Made from a blend of 100% New Zealand grown 
apples and kiwifruit, and fermented with French Oak 
at cold temperatures to preserve the fruit flavors 
and crispness on the palate, moa Kiwifruit Cider has 
a typical crisp apple aroma, with a unique tropical 
kiwifruit twist.

12/750mL btl. #25034

MOA APPLE CIDER
Cider 5.6% abv
Made from 100% New Zealand grown apples and 
fermented with French Oak at cool temperatures 
to preserve the fruit flavors and crispness on the 
palate, Moa Apple Cider has a typical green apple 
aroma and the clean refreshing taste is finished 
nicely with medium sweetness.

12/750mL btl. #25029

IMPORTS

6/12.7oz btl.   #22548POMME DE COEUR
Cider 6.9% abv
Created from apple varieties harvested on the first 
autumn chills. Pomme De Coeur warms the palate 
with complex aromas of apricot, honey, melon and 
almonds. Its unctuous smoothness and deep flavors 
are in perfect balance with a natural apple astringency.

12/750mL btl. #23757
30L Keg #38666GURUTZETA SAGARDOA

Basque Cider 6% abv
Gurutzeta cider is one of the few producers that has 
earned the seal from GORENAK, an organization 
in the region that grants its seal only to ciders of 
the highest quality. In order to earn the Gorenak 
seal, producers undergo rigorous sensory tests and 
chemical analysis of their ciders to assure the liquid 
is of the best quality.
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